Phagocytosis by dendritic cells rather than MHC IIhigh macrophages is associated with skin tumour regression.
Dendritic cells (DC) are important for the induction of anti-tumour immunity and are currently being used in clinical trials. Whether DC in tumours behave the same as DC in normal tissues or whether the tumours subvert DC phenotype and function remains unknown. To address this, we have used a unique animal tumour model to compare the DC infiltrating regressing tumours with the DC infiltrating progressing skin tumours. Compared to progressor tumours, the regressor tumours were infiltrated by greater numbers of DC that were also less mature, based on MHC II expression. Apart from this, the phenotype of DC in both tumours was similar. However, compared to various control DC, they could not be classed as either mature or immature. Similar to terminally maturated DC but in contrast to fresh DC, tumour-derived DC did not express CCR5 or CXCR4, suggesting that they most closely resembled terminally matured DC. Macrophages that expressed high MHC II levels were found infiltrating progressor but not regressor tumours and in vivo were the major phagocytic cell. In contrast, DC were found to be the major phagocytic cell in regressor tumours. The results show that immune destruction and eventual regression of skin tumours occurs if DC rather than MHC II(high) macrophages are the major phagocytic cell.